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Abstract—Tracking down usability problems poses a challenge for developers since users rarely report explicit feedback without being asked for it. Hence, implicit feedback represents a valuable information source, in particular for rapid development processes with frequent software releases. Users’ emotions expressed by their facial expressions during interactions with the application can act as the source of such information. Recent development in consumer hardware offers mechanisms to efficiently detect facial expressions. We developed a framework for interactive mobile applications to harness consumer hardware camera technology for facial feature extraction to enable emotion detection following the facial action coding system. In a study with 12 participants, we evaluated its performance within a sample application that was seeded with usability problems. A qualitative analysis of the study results indicates that the framework is applicable for detecting user emotions from facial expressions. A quantitative analysis shows that emotional responses can be detected in three out of four cases and that they relate to usability problems. We conclude that, in combination with interaction events, the framework can support developers in the exploration of usability problems in interactive applications.

Index Terms—user, user feedback, usability problem, usability evaluation, emotion, FACS, action unit, consumer hardware, continuous software engineering, framework, tool support.

I. INTRODUCTION

During software evolution, developers rely on user feedback collected from various sources, such as from software distribution systems [1]–[3] or social media platforms [4], [5], to improve applications according to user needs. Developers collect and evaluate written user feedback: user comments or bug reports represent explicit knowledge as they formalize the knowledge themselves [6], [7]. Explicit feedback is not always accurate and can be incomplete: Users might not remember problems [8]—usability problems in particular. Further, dissatisfied users provide more feedback than satisfied users [9].

User feedback is important, especially in software development processes in which increments are frequently improved, such as in continuous software engineering (CSE) [10], [11]. Hence, other forms of user feedback have gained relevance: implicit user feedback, i.e., data monitored during users’ interactions, promises to be a valuable information source.

User behavior data support elicitation of requirements [12]. Biometric measurements can be applied to determine emotional awareness [13], while the results can be useful for user interface assessment [8]. Facial expressions represent another measurement to derive user emotions during application usage.

Current infrared three-dimensional (3D) cameras have made face recognition technology available to a growing audience in their daily life. In contrast to previous approaches, which usually relied on external, stationary equipment [14] that hinders its application in the everyday life of users, this advancement allows deriving user emotions from their facial expressions in-situ on mobile devices in their target environment. The collection of person-related characteristics using consumer hardware has been shown to be a viable concept [15]. Based on this finding, we attempt to identify a relationship between observed emotional responses by users and usability problems in mobile applications using consumer hardware.

We developed EmotionKit, a framework for deriving user emotions and relating them to user interface events. It harnesses consumer hardware camera technology for facial feature extraction. By using a list of common facial expressions [16], [17], EmotionKit does not require a machine learning approach to continuously calculate emotional measurements.

In a user study with 12 participants, we evaluated the applicability of EmotionKit and investigated relationships between observed emotions and usability problems in interactive mobile applications. Based on the results, we suggest that the user emotions should be collected and processed in combination with other knowledge sources, such as user interaction events. Then, user emotions can help identify usability problems. The overall vision is to integrate and visualize the results with other knowledge sources [18], [19]: The collection and processing of automatically collected user feedback can support developers in frequently and rapidly improving software increments during CSE, with the emotional response acting as one input source that is continuously provided from users.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II addresses the foundations of emotions. In Section III we detail the technical aspects of the EmotionKit framework. We describe the study approach in Section IV, followed by a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the study’s observations in Sections V and VI. In Section VII we present an interpretation of results, plans for future work, a discussion of privacy aspects, and how EmotionKit can be used by developers. Related work is outlined in Section VIII. Section IX concludes the paper.
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II. FOUNDATIONS

Emotions are important for understanding human intelligence, decision-making, and social interaction [20]. Literature is classified into two theories describing the term emotion: First, basic emotions refer to a list of the terms anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise [21]–[23]. Second, the dimensional theory describes emotions using multiple dimensions [24], [25]. Activation, valence, and ambition are the most commonly used dimensions [26]. In this work, we follow the basic emotions theory. A physiological response (or physical reaction to a stimulus) often has a direct impact on emotions [21], [27], [28]. Emotions can be described as a “mental experience” [23], and also as “neuromuscular activity of the face” [17]. Humans show their emotions in implicit and explicit ways, including facial expressions, speech, or body language [29]–[31]. Expression of emotions is, to some extent, specific to the spoken language and culture [29].

Changes in facial expressions—and therefore in facial features—can be described using the facial action coding system (FACS): it encompasses a set of 44 action units (AUs) that define a state of facial features or contraction of facial muscles [16], [31], [32]. It allows the description of thousands of possible facial expressions as a set of a few AUs [33].

The accurate judgment of human emotions is possible from the examination of facial behavior by observers [21], [22]. Since we aim to employ automated techniques, we are interested in the accuracy of measurements of facial components to derive emotions [22]. As emotions can be identified via facial expressions, it is possible to map a set of AUs to emotions. A system defining such a mapping is the emotional facial action system (EMFACS) [31], [34]. Most people cannot control all of their facial expressions arbitrarily [21]. Edge cases further complicate the detection of emotions and can only be addressed by analyzing muscle movement over time rather than through still photographs [30].

Almaliki et al. arrived at the conclusion that users do not like to provide feedback on the software [35]. The feedback collection process needs to adapt to fit users’ individual needs to be successful, and the process should match with users’ behavior at the time of providing feedback [35].

III. THE EMOTIONKIT FRAMEWORK

EmotionKit is a framework for converting facial expressions into emotions. Figure 1 outlines the prototypical implementation that was developed as an Open Source Apple iOS framework that leverages Apple’s ARKit. The implementation follows a funnel logic to reduce ARKit measurements to emotions and is separated into three major stages.

a) Extracting facial expressions from ARKit: The first stage collects facial data using a TrueDepth camera. ARKit handles face detection and extraction of facial features. We can use the ARAnchors to retrieve facial data for each detected face. These data are stored and passed on to the next stage.

b) Conversion to FACS Action Units: During the second stage, the ARKit data, the so-called BlendShapeLocations, is translated into AUs. This reduces the number of data points from 52 down to 22. While Apple does not refer to AUs in its documentation, our mapping suggests that their BlendShapeLocations are inspired by the FACS system. Meanwhile, Apple does differentiate between left and right face movements, so most action unit conversions return the stronger sides shaping in our implementation. Three AUs are described best by a combination of two shapes, which is why we use their average.

c) Conversion to Emotions following EMFACS: We use the EMFACS system to map AUs to emotions. Given this relation and the AUs computed in the previous stage, we can calculate the probability for each emotion. As we follow this universal definition of emotions, we do require neither a training step in advance, nor computation intensive classification tasks. EmotionKit calculates the averages for all AUs, thereby making it possible to create probabilities for the seven emotions defined within the EMFACS system.

IV. USER STUDY

This section describes the study approach to validate the applicability and reliability of EmotionKit.

A. Sample Application

As shown in Fig. 2, we created an application that displays six static views and each of them includes a usability problem derived from usability heuristics [9].

For the static content of the application, we chose a topic that—to our understanding—does not trigger any particular emotion in a participant: the history of the Munich subway system. Each line (U1, U2, U3, U4, U5, and U6) is represented with one static view that displays textual informational about its past, such as the date of opening or specifics about its stops. The length of the text was chosen to achieve a reading time of approximately 30 seconds to 1 minute per screen.

3FACS defines 28 AUs. Due to ARKit limitations, we only detect 22 AUs. 4Text extracted from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Munich_U-Bahn
Fig. 2. In (A), the approximate location of the consumer device’s TrueDepth camera is indicated. The sample application consists of eight views, while six views present static information about the Munich subway. The application is seeded with several usability problems, as defined by Nielsen [9] and highlighted in the following in italic font type. After the participant starts by tapping on (0), the U1 screen starts without any usability problems, while the subway line number is always presented in the top left corner (B). A tap on (1) brings the participant to the U2 screen which features bad performance with a loading indicator for 5 seconds (2a) before the actual text is displayed; (2b) triggers the next screen. The U3 screen features inconsistency (3a, 3b) by moving the continue button and using a Chinese text and also by adding a new button with different functionality, placed in the same spot used as on other views for the continue button. Button (3a) will allow the participant to navigate to the U4 screen which features bad performance and non-functionality; by making two taps necessary for the continue button (4). Hereafter, the U5 screen features bad performance and missing feedback by imposing a 5 seconds delay between the continue button tap (5) and the transition to the next view. Eventually, the U6 screen features the same problem as U4, this time requiring the continue button (6) to be tapped four times to work, following which the participant to will be taken to the finalization screen.

This time frame allowed us to make notes while the participants were busy reading the text. In addition, we attempted to obtain a neutral impression of the participants.

For the application’s dynamic interactive part, a continue button in the top right corner of the sample application serves the purpose of navigating to the next view. At the same time, this button reflected one of the major starting points for recording the usability problems.

B. Study Setting

The study was performed in a university seminar room. We prepared a protocol with the study procedure to ensure comparability between every session. We also prepared an observation sheet in which we collected observation notes.

In the protocol, we defined an introduction phase in which we welcomed the participants and explained their task. Hereafter, the participants started using the sample application equipped with EmotionKit. Two authors of this paper sat across the participants and acted as observers to note down any observation that they considered relevant, such as distinctive facial expressions. Some typical example notes were (a) no reaction, (b) smiling, (c) hand in front of nose, (d) wondering face, or (e) twitching cheek muscle. Mutual consensus after a short discussion was applied each time differences were recorded during merging of the notes.

C. Descriptive Data

We performed our study with 12 participants. All of them were either computer science students or academic staff. Each participant performed the same set of tasks and faced the same usability problems. The selection of the participants did not follow any rules. Participation was on a voluntary basis. Based on our impression from the contact with the participants throughout each study session, the existence of major confounding variables, such as the users’ pre-experimental emotion or a stress situation, was ruled out. No further information about the participants was collected.

D. Threats to Validity

We derived the following non-exhaustive list of threats from the four aspects of validity by Runeson et al. [37].

1) Study Setting: The study was conducted in a laboratory environment. Participants were aware of the ongoing experiment. We tried to mitigate this threat by creating an atmosphere in which the participants did not feel observed.

2) Sample Size: The sample of participants represents a weakness of the study that potentially has an effect on the overall results. However, we strived for an exploratory approach in assessing and understanding the data to collect a first impression. Notably, a majority of usability problems can be derived from a comparatively small number of users [38].

3) Manual Observations: We did not measure pre- and post-experimental mood of the participants; for both aspects, we relied solely on manual observations. This approach allowed us to ensure and maintain comparability between participants. However, if we would have relied on individual reports of perceived emotions, we might have received incorrect, distorted, or biased results [8], [14].

4) Sample Application Design: The study application was designed to include a set of usability problems that do not guarantee the triggering of emotions in the participants. Interactions were limited to the simple navigation between static content views. We tried to mitigate this aspect by designing a sample application that comes close to the typical, text-based applications, using standard user interface elements.

V. Qualitative Analysis

Through a qualitative study analysis, we aimed to verify the possibility of detecting and recording user emotions from facial expressions using consumer hardware.

A. Data Processing

The sample application creates a log file that contains all recorded data. Each entry includes a timestamp, the current view within the application, and probabilities for the seven emotions calculated by EmotionKit. Actions performed by the user, e.g., a tap on a button, are recorded with their timestamp. Figure 3 shows a complete plot of the recorded time series for one participant. Its y-axis shows the change in emotion probability as described below in Equation 1.

$$y = |emotion - \overline{emotion}|$$ (1)
B. Emotion Analysis

We compared the observers’ notes with the recordings to analyze the emotion. After the transition to view U2, the participant was confused by the 5 seconds delay and appearance of the loading indicator. The participant expressed their confusion by saying “Ahh .. Ok”. We observed fear near the end of the indicator and a strong expression of contempt and sadness after the text appeared. In a conversation after the experiment, the participant stated that they were confused since the application took a long time to load only text.

On view U3, the participant tapped the Chinese button right away and therefore skipped the view. EmotionKit recorded a combination of anger, happiness, and sadness on the transition to both views, U3 and U4. In the observation notes, we noted that the participant appeared to be surprised. A change in sadness at 01:30 cannot be related to the manual observations.

The transition to view U5 is followed by a change in sadness and fear. Our observation notes reveal outwards pull from the angles of the participants’ mouth. A questioning hand gesture was noted. The last transition was not recorded, since the participant’s hand covered the camera lens of the smartphone.

Observation 1. Using EmotionKit, we are able to derive users’ emotions that matched our manual observations.

Figure 3 exemplifies that the emotions were recorded with a time delay before and after the usability problem became visible to the participant, e.g., at show text or U5.

Observation 2. In combination with user interface events, such as view changes or button taps, the observed emotions were identified and utilized to exploit usability problems.

VI. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

We performed a second, more detailed analysis of the recorded emotions to investigate quantitatively all participants’ facial expressions toward the usability problems. By combining the individual emotions in one amplitude, we created a signature that reduced the noise sensitivity for the recordings.

A. Data Processing

As described in Equation 2, we sum up all seven emotions (happiness, sadness, surprise, anger, fear, disgust, and contempt) and derived a new value—which—in contrast to Equation 1—can exceed 1.0. We refer to this value as the emotional response: The summation allows for a simplified identification of changes. In the emotional response, clear peaks can be observed, while the response during reading phases, i.e., phases with a neutral face, settles down to a steady and low level, generally reducing the noise as seen in Fig. 3.

\[ y = \sum_{k=1}^{7} (|emotion - \overline{emotion}|) \]

B. Binary Classification

Based on the same data processing described in Section VI-A, we can describe the output of EmotionKit as the result of a binary classification to evaluate its performance:

- **TP** is a true positive classification, in which the framework detects an emotional response that has also been recorded by the observers.
- **TN** is a true negative classification, in which neither the framework nor the observers were able to detect an emotional response.
- **FP** is a false positive classification, in which the framework detects an emotional response; however, the observers do not record an emotional response.
- **FN** is a false negative classification in which the framework does not detect an emotional response; however, the observers do record an emotional response.

We relied on the observer notes to identify classes for the actual emotional responses. Subsequently, we manually created emotional response plots for every participant and read the emotional response to derive the predicted class. The outcomes of the two-class prediction are summarized in Fig. 1, in which we follow the structure of the sample application introduced in Section IV-A.
Column titles ending with a “C” represent a static content view; e.g., U1-C describes results for screen of U1. Column titles ending with an “I” represent the application’s interactive part containing the usability problem; e.g., U1-I describes the results for bad performance as denoted with (2a) in Fig. 2.

### TABLE I
**Binary classifier outcomes of the EmotionKit performance.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>U1-C</th>
<th>U1-I</th>
<th>U2-C</th>
<th>U2-I</th>
<th>U3-C</th>
<th>U3-I</th>
<th>U4-C</th>
<th>U4-I</th>
<th>U5-C</th>
<th>U5-I</th>
<th>U6-C</th>
<th>U6-I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>ERR</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>ERR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>ERR</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>ERR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>ERR</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>ERR</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>ERR</td>
<td>FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ERR</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>ERR</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following this classification, we can describe the performance of EmotionKit following both the Sensitivity and Specificity values, as well as the Accuracy [39]: The sensitivity describes how many actual emotional responses have been correctly detected as an emotional response; this is known as the recall or the true positive rate. The specificity describes the number of occasions in which a participant did not show any emotional response and that were detected as non-emotional response by EmotionKit; this is known as the true negative rate. The accuracy summarizes how many instances overall have been detected correctly. Table II lists the results split by a combined value as well as content and interaction parts only.

### TABLE II
**Sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy values of the study.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Combined</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.9706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>0.7308</td>
<td>0.3939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.7407</td>
<td>0.7941</td>
<td>0.6866</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EmotionKit detects the emotional responses of the participants (0.98 for the combined analysis; 1.0 for content; and 0.97 for interaction). Detecting non-emotional responses becomes more challenging as indicated by the results for specificity: Non-emotional responses are detected moderately for content (0.73), but detection during interaction is low (0.39). The accuracy states that three out of four instances of emotional responses are detected correctly in a combined scenario.

We observed 16 emotional responses and 38 non-emotional responses during the presentation of the static content views, while the participants responded with 34 emotional and 13 non-emotional responses to the interactive parts of the sample application. These data suggest that the study design follows its intention, i.e., participants are less influenced by the content and we are likely to observe the emotional responses related to the usability problems. The observation that 10 out of 12 participants in U2-I did not show any emotional response to the interaction itself eliminates the assumption that emotional responses are triggered by the transition—U2-I was the only interaction without any seeded usability problems.

More than one-fifth (23.61%, resp. 34 occurrences) of the observations were classified as FP. Two observers individually collected and mutually agreed to the observation notes, though they are not trained experts in reading emotions. Since the expressions are known to be sensitive to changes, probably many of the classified FPs may actually be TPs. However, since we detect more than two-third of correctly classified occurrences (69.44%, resp. 100 occurrences), we consider the false classification of FPs as a subject for further research.

**Observation 3.** Participants show a higher emotional response toward the interactive- than to the static content; our data suggest that this behavior is related to the seeded usability problems. The occurrence of emotional responses can be detected better than the absence of emotional responses.

We classified some occurrences as an error and excluded them from the analysis. We defined an error as a situation in which EmotionKit could not record any data or the data was noisy because of a reason that was observed by the observers. While the total number of nine errors (6.25%) indicates the applicability of the approach, we assume that this number will be considerable higher in a real-world scenario, given more natural distractions and mobile-holding and -using positions, or generally other external stimuli [40].

**VII. DISCUSSION**

Our observations suggest that tracking down emotions from users’ facial expressions can support the detection of usability problems. We discuss the impact for developers.

1) **Understanding Emotions:** Users react differently to the same usability problems. In the study, not all participants showed visible reactions to some or all problems, and in real-world scenarios, other factors, such as the cultural background, might influence users’ facial expressions. Hence, developers are confronted with uncertainty when trying to understand the emotional reactions of multiple users to the same interactive element. We propose to analyze only individual emotional response graphs and look out for sudden changes for a short period of time, since such changes typically indicate unexpected software behavior. Furthermore, reading emotion requires psychology domain knowledge that a developer may lack; for example, a grin can be recorded as a combination of contempt and sadness as it becomes obvious from the plot in Fig. 3. We were able to understand the EmotionKit’s recordings given the help of our manual observation sheets. As a long-term prospect and given an improved maturity level, EmotionKit might also support experts from other domains in understanding their users in respective tasks. This requires studies to confirm the sensor data reliability, explore parameters in the calibration process, and comparisons with other input sources, such as a front-facing mobile camera.
2) Creating Relations to Software Increment: Additional information about the application under observation is indispensable for interpreting the data. The recorded time stamps for the view change events, show text event, or the user tap events contributed considerably to the understanding of the observed emotion. Therefore, integrating EmotionKit with other knowledge sources can support developers to better understand the reason for a user emotion: Developers should be able to manually add events at source code locations in which they expect usability problems. This can help analyze the emotional response. Furthermore, future research should address whether a particular usability engineering requirements can be map to a specific emotional response.

3) Automating Peak Detection: We assume that metrics about the observed emotions can be created to support the automatic identification of situations in which usability problems might have occurred. For example, similar to the examples given by Begel, a peak of contempt and sadness may be treated as a sign for a bad performance issue. Similarly, tracking a different spectrum of emotions as suggested by Rozin and Cohen may help notice the relevant changes in user feelings toward the software. The combination of metrics with an integration of EmotionKit into a CSE monitoring system will allow developers to benefit from automatic notifications as soon as emotional changes to their latest increments are detected.

4) User Data Collection: The collection of facial expressions and extraction of emotions is a highly sensitive process with consequences for user privacy. This becomes even more relevant as consumer hardware promises to improve sensor accuracy. EmotionKit should only be used with users who are aware that they are being recorded. Further, the developers themselves could act as an initial proxy for the user.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Compared to other work addressing the process of extracting facial expressions from depth information, EmotionKit relies on such data provided by existing components.

Feijó Filho et al. describe a “system to implement emotions logging in automated usability tests for mobile phones” and augment its capability with information such as the users location. As with EmotionKit, they utilize facial expressions to derive the emotions, however, they rely on images that are send to a remove server which decodes and recognizes facial expressions of online advertisement viewers. They analyzed the response to internet advertisement videos. Viewers’ faces were automatically feature coded following the FACS system, from which emotions were derived. Although we have applied the FACS system as well, there are some major differences. First, our focus lies on detecting usability problems in mobile applications. Second, rather than relying on the footage from a webcam, we base our emotion recognition on the output of a 3D camera.

Emotion recognition on consumer hardware becomes more available with commercial frameworks and services for both on-device and online emotion recognition. In contrast to our approach, these frameworks rely on the processing and evaluation of two-dimensional images. Furthermore, this work specifically focuses on finding usability problems.

The availability of 3D cameras in consumer devices attracted the attention of developers. Loki is a proof-of-concept for emotion-targeted content delivery. The developers use the same input parameters as in this work, however, rely on a machine learning approach to derive the emotions from the facial features. In contrast, EmotionKit uses an established psychological concept to derive the users’ emotions in mobile applications without the need for an initial training process.

IX. CONCLUSION

During rapid and frequent development processes such as CSE, implicit user feedback is required to improve the usability of software under development. We presented EmotionKit, a framework to detect emotions for usability problem identification that relies on EMFACS to understand facial expressions without the need for machine learning classifiers.

We explored the applicability and reliability of EmotionKit in a user study with 12 participants. In a qualitative analysis, we show that users react visibly to usability problems and that these reactions can be recorded using EmotionKit. The results suggest that a context in form of user interactions is required to fully understand the flow of events in relation to recorded emotions. In a quantitative analysis, we found that there is a higher emotional response toward interactive parts than static content, while the former related to the usability problems.
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